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from head to toe in the Zen-inspired spa, which is an intimate

haven of peace and calm where you can be indulged in persona-

lised treatments including reflexology, body massages and anti-

ageing facials or soak in the indoor hydrotherapy pool, sauna or

Hammam. There is also an outdoor swimming pool and direct

access to a small rocky cove. Hotel Villa Italia is perfectly

situated for golf breaks, cycling, water sports and hiking in the

Sierra de Tramuntana Mountains.

Hotel Villa Italia,
www.hotelvillaitalia.com
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T
he delightful Hotel Villa Italia is a romantic

boutique retreat overlooking Port d’Andratx, one

of Mallorca’s most beautiful natural harbours,

with stunning views of the yachts and glamorous

motor cruises moored in the bay. The charming fishing village is

filled with designer boutiques and smart restaurants. The

renovated 1950's villa, built as a summer residence for the De

Vitta family, has an enviable, elevated location and offers top-

quality service and personalised attention in luxurious surroun-

dings. The hotel has retained its original personality - the period

features combine perfectly with the added stylish modern

finishes to create an air of grand Italian exclusivity. The terrace

and pool areas are inviting and a very peaceful place to soak up

the sun in a magnificent balcony setting overlooking the activity

of the port.  At evening enjoy the sunset on the terrace cocktail

lounge with live music.  Exclusive accommodation is in 21

elegant Suites, Royal Suites and Superior rooms which are

classically furnished with a contemporary twist, and Double

rooms rustic Mallorcan style with beamed ceilings and dark

wood, all with the finest bed linen and wonderful views of the

port and the mountains. Many rooms have Roman pillars and

stuccoed ceilings. Romantic dining is assured, with fantastic

views during the day and flickering candlelight at night. The

superb restaurant serves both Mediterranean and international

haute cuisine, prepared with innovation, passion and attention to

detail. The hotel's restaurant and terraces are the ideal places to

hold a corporate event, wedding or celebration. Be pampered

Hotel Villa Italia
A STUNNING SMALL CHARMING

HOTEL IN PORT D'ANDRATX
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